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Featured Clips

Why are some places gay-friendly and not others?

Analysis by Amy Adamczyk, Professor of Sociology at John Jay College of Criminal Justice and the Programs of Doctoral Study in Sociology and...

Finalists of the Prestigious 2019 Blavatnik National Awards for Young Scientists Announced

in Physical Sciences & Engineering Andrea Alù (Advanced Science Research Center, City University of New York) Chiara Daraio...

I-Team: Census Count Faces Difficulties in New York
Steve Romalewski of CUNY's Center for Urban Research at The Graduate Center’s discusses the Census and mapping hard to count populations.

**Climate change Bill de Blasio’s energy plan isn’t as green as it looks**

Opinion-editorial co-authored by Ashley Dawson is a professor at College of Staten Island and The Graduate Center at the City University of New...

**Here’s how much student debt Americans with PhDs have on average**

Despite the challenges of repaying student debt, David C. Bloomfield, professor of education leadership, law and policy at Brooklyn College and...

**Put NYC in charge of elite school admissions: Repeal the state law taking this authority away from the mayor**
and city Department of Education, with a five-year phaseout

charge of city schools. Bloomfield is professor of education leadership, law and policy at Brooklyn College and The CUNY Graduate...

This 86-Year-Old Radical May Save (or Sink) the Democrats: Frances Fox Piven has become the intellectual guru of activist progressives. But not everyone is ready to storm the barricades with her.

On a recent afternoon, a crowd had gathered in the auditorium of the People’s Forum, a new event space in Midtown Manhattan. There was a picture...

Shocking UN Report Warns up to a Million Species are at Risk of Extinction Due to Human Activity

And we speak with Ashley Dawson, a professor of post-colonial studies at the City University of New York Graduate Center and College of Staten...
Poem: JFK Airport

Celina Su is the Marilyn J. Gittell Chair in Urban Studies and a professor of political science at Brooklyn College and The Graduate Center of...

Facebook Cofounder Chris Hughes Says It's Time To Break It Up

This column is by John Torpey, presidential professor of sociology and history and director of the Ralph Bunche Institute for International Studies...

Before we can save liberalism, we must first know what it is

Together. Helena Rosenblatt is a professor at The Graduate Center at the City University of New York and the author of "The...
Pasteles and Two Kinds of Fried Chicken at the Freakin Rican

The Puerto Rican population in New York peaked around 1990, when residents of the old barrios began to flow to the suburbs in large numbers,...

Syrup Is as Canadian as a Maple Leaf. That Could Change With the Climate.

But a recent study suggests that the changing climate is a threat to that process of growth and renewal. Andrew B. Reinmann, an ecologist at...

America’s Growing Gender Jail Gap

Co-author Olive Lu is a doctoral candidate in criminal justice at The Graduate Center, CUNY and is writing a dissertation on young people in...
'Incredibly sloppy': Yiddish translation of New York's measles message riddled with errors

; and Chaya Nove, a Ph.D. candidate in theoretical linguistics at the Graduate Center, City University of New York, who like...

Writing “Alongside” — Not “About” — Art: A Conversation with Lynne Tillman

I had some sense of practice. In the 1980s, I enrolled in CUNY grad school for a PhD in sociology, and read Marx, Weber, Durkheim,...

The travesty of parole in New York

of State and Local Governance at the City University of New York, a sociology professor at the CUNY Graduate Center...
The New York Times [nytimes.com] • James Barron • May 30 11:45 am

Perk for the Ultrarich: Buy an $85 Million Apartment, Get a Trip to Space

“You’re seeing the results of the incredible growth of inequality between the rich, the superrich and the absolutely ridiculously, obscenely...

The Times of Israel - Jewish Week [jewishweek.timesofisrael.com] • May 29 09:36 am

Close Encounters Across The Security Barrier

Chair in Jewish Studies at the Graduate Center and Distinguished Professor of Sociology at Queens College of CUNY, who participated...

Nature [nature.com] • Mikhail A. Kats • May 27 12:04 pm

Nanophotonic engineering of far-field thermal emitters

, Russia Igor A. Nechepurenko Photonics Initiative, Advanced Science Research Center, City University of New York, New York,...

Daily Beast [thedailybeast.com] • David C. Bloomfield • May 20 02:58 pm

Instead of Fixing the SAT, Which Favors the Wealthy, the College Board Makes Up an ‘Adversity Index’
Column is authored by David C. Bloomfield, a Professor of Education Leadership, Law & Policy at Brooklyn College and The Graduate Center of The...

**Behind the Lines of America’s Educational Civil War**

Opinion editorial by David C. Bloomfield, Professor of Education Leadership, Law & Policy at Brooklyn College and The City University of New York...

**How The Idea Of Reparations For Black Americans Is Coming Closer To Reality - Global Diaspora News**

and Director of the Ralph Bunche Institute for International Studies at the Graduate Center, CUNY. I am the author or editor...

**After Draghi (Wonkish)**
Paul Krugman is also a Distinguished Professor at the City University of New York Graduate Center. He won the 2008 Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic...

Killing the Pax Americana

Paul Krugman is also a Distinguished Professor at the City University of New York Graduate Center. He won the 2008 Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic...

Trump is Terrible for Rural America

Paul Krugman is also a Distinguished Professor at the City University of New York Graduate Center. He won the 2008 Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic...

The Economics of Donald J. Keynes

Paul Krugman is also a Distinguished Professor at the City University of New York Graduate Center. He won the 2008 Nobel Memorial Prize in Economic...
The New York Times [nytimes.com] • Paul Krugman • May 4 12:01 pm

The Sabotage Years: What We Know about GOP Economics

Column by Paul Krugman, who is also a Distinguished Professor at the City University of New York Graduate Center. He won the 2008 Nobel Memorial... 

The New York Times [nytimes.com] • Paul Krugman • May 24 01:12 pm

Trump Tantrums the Dems Out of a Trap

Opinion-editorial by Paul Krugman, who is also a Distinguished Professor at the City University of New York Graduate Center. He won the 2008 Nobel...

Nature [nature.com] • Christopher Smith • May 24 06:37 am

First use of anatomical networks to study modularity and integration of heads, forelimbs and hindlimbs in abnormal anencephalic and cyclopic vs normal human development

, Malak Alghamdi & Jose S. M. Fuentes Graduate Center, City University of New York, New York, USA Christopher Smith Kumangui...
Gotham Gazette [gothamgazette.com] • Heath Brown • May 23 09:01 pm

New York City Should Give ‘Democracy Dollars’ to Kids

is associate professor of public policy at City University of New York, John Jay College and CUNY Graduate Center,...

The New York Times [nytimes.com] • Sam Roberts • May 22 11:34 am

Larry J. Hanley, 62, Dies; Helped Rid Transit Union of Corruption

“He pressed the international to more aggressively attack the problem of corruption in the Queens local, and its failure to do so was one reason...

Forbes.com [forbes.com] • John Torpey • May 21 01:47 pm

How Facial Recognition Technology Leads To A Surveillance Society

John Torpey is a Presidential Professor of Sociology and History and Director of the Ralph Bunche Institute for International Studies at The...
Four New York City Department of Education Executives Claim They're Victims of 'Reverse Racism'

... But David Bloomfield, a Brooklyn College and City University of New York Graduate Center education professor, told the...

NYC May Face Lawsuit Over Schools Chancellor Carranza’s Reorganization Of Department Of Education

David Bloomfield, an education professor at Brooklyn College and the CUNY Grad Center, said Carranza shouldn’t just dismiss the allegations. “The...

Schools Chancellor Richard Carranza accused of demoting admins because they were white

“Since Carranza took office, he’s brought in a lot of new people. As a result, it’s been bureaucratic chaos and backbiting, with deputies and...
Figuring Out Exactly Where Hard-to-Count People Live

on groundbreaking work done by the Hunter College Graduate Center of the City University of New York. Through disciplined analysis...

Transit-Union Tempers Get Frayed By 'Fraud' Charges Regarding Overtime

for the overtime payments. Professor Joshua Freeman, of the City University of New York Graduate Center, the author of “In...

Europe Roundup: Sterling at 4-month trough as Labour Party declares Brexit talks dead, euro plunges amid European election concerns, European shares slump – Friday, May 17th, 2019

York President John Williams is expected to attend meetings at the Advanced Science Research Center, the City College, New York (1330...
ALA releases new Libraries' Guide to the 2020 Census

resources in the communities where they live. According to a City University of New York Graduate Center analysis, 99 percent...

What are the Limits of Europe?

Branko Milanovic is a Serbian-American economist. A development and inequality specialist, he is visiting presidential professor at the Graduate...

Here's how much student debt Americans with PhDs have on average

leadership, law and policy at Brooklyn College and The City University of New York Graduate Center, tells CNBC Make It that...
Una Mullally: Eroding reproductive rights part of white America’s cruelty playbook

the Queens College Irish Studies programme and the Graduate Center, the City University of New York. The conference was the...

Luisa Valle, Thomas Sugrue

Ms. Valle, 47, is a doctoral candidate in art history at the City University of New York Graduate Center, and is also an adjunct professor of...

NYC family of girl with disabilities endures hellish 18-month wait for a school

It’s not uncommon for kids to endure long waits - sometimes lasting months - for appropriate services, Brooklyn College and CUNY Grad Center...

Tattfoo Tan: Heal the Man in Order to Heal the Land
Essay authored by Kristen Racaniello, art historian, curator, and artist living and working in New York City. She is pursuing a PhD in medieval...

**Forbes [forbes.com] • John Torpey • May 2 12:21 pm**

**Why Marc Benioff's Homelessness Gift Is So Important**

Opinion-editorial by John Torpey, Presidential Professor of Sociology and History and Director of the Ralph Bunche Institute for International...